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Asstxecr
The effect of the dispersion of the chemical composition of the grains on the peak,
centroid, and median of a difiractometer profile, as well as on its shape, is calculatecl- For
this purpose, the reflection (130) of olivines (20=320) was chosen It was observed that as
the dispersion of the chemical composition is increased, so the peak of the profile tends to
move towards value of 20 higher than the theoretical value The median, on the other hand,
tends to move towards values of 20 lower than the theoreticai value while the centroid remains pratically unchanged. The profile rvidens and becomes symmetric.

INrnooucrroN
Gottardi (1967) pointed out that, in the rock-forming minerals, the
gaussiandispersionof the chemical compositionof the grains can cause
a shift of the lines of a powder pattern and thereforea false valuation of
the chemicalcompositionof the mineral itself.
The purpose of this work is to establishto what extent the gaussian
dispersion of the chemical composition of the grains of minerals influencesthe position of the peak of a diffractometer profile, its centroid,
and its median, as well as the shapeof the profile itself. Here the "peak"
is the point of greatest intensity of the profile, the "centroid" is the
centre of gravit-vof the profile and the "median" is the central point at
half height.
The results have been obtained bearing in mind the following three
points. The intensity of a reflection varies with the chemical composition
of the reflectingcrystal, since its structure factor varies. Therefore each
crystal of a powder reflects with an intensity generally different from
that of the other crystals,and, as a result, it "weighs" in a different way
on the resulting diffractometer profile. The absorption coefficient trr
of the X-ray beam also depends on the chemical composition of the
crossedgrain. Therefore the reflectedintensity is a function not only of
the length of the X-ray path in the substance,but also of the chemical
compositionof the reflecting grain and of the other crossedgrains. The
spectrum of the incident X-ray beam using a suitable filter (without a
monochromator) is not strictly monochromatic, nor is it symmetrical
with regard to the wavelength tr of the maximum integrated intensity for
a1 and a2. Now, as every grain reflects the X rays with a value 20 ol the
peak which is a function of its chemical composition, the shape of the
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resulting profile will be equal to that one of a single grain onlf if all
reflecting grains have strictly the same chemical composition'
In order to estimate quantitatively the effects mentioned, the
reflection(130)of olivineswas chosen.This choicehas severaladvantages
for our purposes.First, olivines have onl-vtwo chemical variables, (Mg
and Fe); moreover, both the absorption coefficientp and the structure
factor F vary greati-vfrom forsterite to fayalite. second, the reflection
(130) is among the most intense, and the value of the reflection angle
2d, about 32o, is high enough to show the asvmmetry of the profile but
not high enoughto radically uncouple the radiations cr &rld az'
DBscnrprroN oF CoMPUIrNGMETHoD
The following method was used: First the experimentaldiffractometric
profile of the line (130) of the pure s)rnthetic forsterite without Fe
radiation was measured with CuKa. The incident X-ray beam was
filtered with a Ni filter with pulse-heightdiscrimination, becausethese
are the conditions frequently used in X-ray powder diffractometrl .
Henceforth this profile will simply be called "theoretical profile."
It is assumedthat the shape of this profile does not vary in the interval
A20=44, corresponding to the d.ifferencebetween the reflection angle
2grof forsterite and the reflection angle 202of fayalite. Moreover, it was
assumedthat the dispersionof the chemical composition o{ the grains was
gaussian,a hypothesis which seemsto be correct at least for average
chemical compositions not very near extreme terms. The standard deviation of the dispersion of the chemical composition, which henceforth
shall be called o"o,can be set arbitrarily. Let us supposethe grains are
spherical, and their dimensionsare according to a normal logarithmic
gaussian.As will be shown later, the choiceof the shapeand of the distributions of the grains does not make an appreciabledifferenceto the
results.
The calculationis performed as follows:
1) Let us assumethat an X-ray beam reachesa very small volume Au
of a grain with random chemical composition,dimension,and distance
from the surfaceof the sample (seeFig. 1). The volume, Au will reflect
the X-ray beam with an intensity proportional to the square of its
structure factor F, which is a function of the chemicalcompositionof the
grain. Now, sincethe atomic parametersof forsterite and fayalite differ
very slightly (Birle, et al., 1968),we can assume'with a fair degree of
confidence,that F varies linearly from 67.5 for forsterite to 141.35for
favalite.
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Frc. 1. X-ray reflection from very smail volumes, azt, with random chemical composition
and distance from the surface of the samnle.

We have therefore:
Fa,:73.85r{67.5,
where # is the mole fraction of fayalite moleculesin the grains.
2) The X-ray beam will be partially absorbedby both the grain containing the volume Arrand other grains crossedby the beam (also chosen
with randorh'dimensionsand chemicalcomposition).The transmission
coefficient id'therefore ?:exp(-)
where Z, is the sum over all
apr.1l1)
grains crossedby the X-ray beam. Sincep varies linearly from 107.5 for
the forsterite to 796.4for the favalite. we have
pt:688.9x + 107.5,
where r is, as usual, the percent of fayalite moleculesin the grains.
3) It is now possibleto determine the intensity of radiation reflectedby
the volume Ap in terms of g.It will be
Io :
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where 16 is the intensity of the theoretical profile.
The peak of profile will coincide with the 20 value that it is obtained from
2 d 1 3s6i n , - t r o .
where d136is a function of the chemical composition of vorume Au and
tr", is the wavelengthof the cY1
component of the X-ray beam. The value
of draois obtained from the cell dimensions of forsterite and fayalite
given by Louisnathan and smith (1968). obviously, all the sourcesof
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-70'

+3"
18
26
34
4')

50
58
66
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32"12',g',
32" 8',33',
32" 4',58',
32" 1',2U'
31"57',51',
31"54',19',
3t"50',47n
31"47',16',
3r"43',46',

32"r2',12',
32" 8'36',
32" s', O',
32" 1',30',
31"57',54',
31"54',23',
31'50'48',
31o47't6',
3r"43',48',

"*:7'k
+3"
32"r2',23',
32" 8',54',
320 5',14',
320 7'44',
3ln 5g'l0'
31"54'.36',
31o51',4',
3r"47',33',
31o44',6',

+3"
32' 8',55',
32" 5',23',
32" 1',53',
31'58',1
9',
37"54',47',
s',
31'51',1
31"47',47',

error connectedwith the measureof the angular value of the peak of the
"theoretical profile" are without influence on the results.
4 ) R e p e a t i n gt h e s t e p s t ) , 2 ) , 3 ) , a n u m b e r o f t i m e s , a n d a d d i n g t h e
profiles obtained for the volumes Az' until the required degreeof precision is reached,there will be obtained the "calculated" diffractometer
profile of the reflection (130) of olivinesfor a sample in which the value
of o""hasbeenprefixed.
Following this method a Fortran II program has been written for the
IBM 7090computer.
The "calculated" profiles for nine dilferent ratios Fe/(Mg*Fe) and
have been
for three different values of o"" (o.o:37o, o.":57o, o"":7/)
obtained. In this calculation it is assuntedthat the mean dimension of
grains is 8 pm and that the standard deviation of dimensions is 2.3
prm. These values have been chosen because 'o'e consider that they
are nearer to the mean dimension ancl to its standard deviation of
crystalsof a powder obtained by grinding.
The incident radiation used is CuKa.
The standard error of all calculated 29 values is 3"=0.114 percent of
variation of chemicalcompositionof the sample.
DrscussroN
The conclusions are based on the comparison between the profile of
olivine, with various Mg/Fe ratios and equal chemical composition for
all grains, and the profiles "calculated" with the same Mg/Fe ratios but
with variable chemical composition of the grains'
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Fig. 2. Variation of 2d, with respect to the theoretical value, of the centroid of the calculated profile (at the top), of thepeak (at the center), and of the median (at the bottom),
at different o"" values, as the percent of fayalite molecules varies.

From this comparisonit may be seenthat the peak of the ,,calculated"
profile is shifted from the theoretical values of 2d (seeTable 1 and Fig. 2)
This shif t is practically inconsequential for sampleswith a fairly low oo"
(a."13/), but increases as cco increases, to reach appreciable values
(about 15'-20" for o." of the order of 57).
This shift has two fundamental causes.
The first and most important is given by the asvmmetry of the theoretical profile due to the presence of CuKaz component in the X-rav
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32"t3',ll'
32" 9'36',
32" 6' 0'
32" 2',30',
3 1"58',5s',
31"55',23',
3 1'51',51',
31"48',79n
31,"44',51',
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for CuKt

+3"

+3"
32"t2',58u
32" 9',25',
32" 5',49',
32" 2't6u
31"58',M',
3 1"55',1
1',
3 1"51',3g',
3l'48', 8"
31'44',40',

32" g',rj',
320 5',40'

32'13',48',
32"10',12',
32" 6',36',

32"z',s',

32"3',2',

31'59',33',
3t"55',z',
31'51',31',
31'48',O',

3L'59',28"
31"55',.56',
3l'52',24n
31"48',52n
31"45',22',

beam. The asymmetry causesa shift of the peak, proportional to o".,
towards increasing2d, thus provoking an over-estimationof Mg content
of the sample. This shift does seem independent of the Mg/Fe ratio, for
o"" that are not very high.
The secondcauseis a consequenceof the bigger diffracting power of
crystals richer in Fe. These crystals "weigh" more on the calculated
profile, giving a shift of the peak towards Iower 20.
The two opposite effects tend to compensateat low values of o"",
Tarr,o 3. V.tnrlttox
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+3"
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34

+2
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32"12',45u
32" 9', 9'
32" 5',34u
32" 2', O',
'
31"58'27',
3 1'54',55',
3t"5t'23u
31"47',52',
31"M',22',

32"72',46',
32" g',rz',
32" 5',35',

32"z',s',
31'.58',3O',
3 1'54',58',
31"51'26',
31"47',53',
31"44',25',

32"12',44',
320 g',ll'
32" 5',34',
320 z', 2n
1',
31"58',3
31"54',57',
3lo5l'24u
37"47',54n
31"44',26',

32" g', l'
32" 5',30',
32" 1',57n
37059',24',
3 1'54',53',
31"51',zt',
31"47',57',
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Frc. 3 Variation of the shape of the profile as d.. varies

but at very high values of the standard error (o*237d the first effect
is defi.nitelyprevalent (tZ?- 18" for o".:57o).
By the comparisonof two profiles,obtained by consideringthe grains
as absorbingand as not absorbingwe have seenthat the effectof absorption is practically inconsequential both as concernsthe shape of the profiIe and the position of the peak. This means that both the choice of the
distribution curve of the dimensions of the grains and the average
dimensionof grains itself is irrelevant to the results.
If we now examinethe 29 value of the median (Tabie 2 and Fig. 2), a
shift of this value may be seen towards decreasing 20, that is proportional to o"" (about 5" 6" for everv percent of o""). This shift is therefore
greaterthan the shift of the peak.
On the other hand, the 20 value of the centroid of the calculatedprofile
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remainspractically unchanged(seeTable 3 and Fig. 2) as the dispersion
of the chemicalcompositionchangeslthis holds good even for very high
o""values(o"") 5/).
We can conclude that an increasein the dispersionof the chemical
compositionof the grains in a crystallinepowder widens the diffractometer profile and removesthe asymmetry of the profile itself (seeFig. 3).
This makes the differencebetween t.he 20 value of the peak and the 20
value of the median,which is t'20" in sampleshaving a constant chemical
composition of the olivine grains, tend to decreasewith increasingo"".
Therefore, the two angular values are displaced towards the centroid
which, as stated above, does not perceptibly shift with varying ooo.
CoNcrusrows
Assuming that, in the rock-forming minerals, the a"" value is of the
order of 3-5 percent, the shift of the peak for the (130) reflection of
olivine is about 10" towards higher 2d. Moreover, at least in the field
from 15 up to 85 percent of fayalite molecules,it is practically independent of the Mg/Fe ratio. AII this leads to an error in the valuation of
Mg/Fe ratio, the Mg being overestimatedby about 0.5 percent.
The shift of the median is more evident;this shift, independentof the
Mg/Fe ratio, is of the order of 20" Ior the same standard deviation.
As stated above this shift is towards lower 20, giving a 1 percent overestimate of the Fe amount.
Finally, it must be pointed out that the shapeof the'profile undergoes
a notable deformationas o""increases.This could give a rough valuation
of the dispersionof the chemicalcompositionof the sample.
The procedure,in this caseapplied to the reflection (130) of olivine,
can obviously be applied to any isomorphicsystem characterizedby only
t wo variant elements.
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